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Ann Kullberg started COLOR magazine in 1999 with one idea in mind: to help
people become better colored pencil artists and inspire newbies and masters
alike to pick up their pencils and create art. Today, COLOR is THE magazine for
colored pencil artists, packed full of artist profiles, how-tos from CP masters, tips,
insights, and of course gorgeous colored pencil art. Inside this issue: From My
Desk: Ann shares some COLOR Magazine history and invites you to take part.
Step-by-Step: Lady Night -- Elena Adam's exotic tutorial encourages you to
experiment with your imagination and creativity. Polycolor 144-Pencil Set -- Koh-INoor has released a new Polycolor 144-pencil set, and Harry wants to make sure
COLOR readers are among the first to know. Animal Magnetism: Meet artist
Kathryn Hansen, who shares her gorgeous artwork, her adventures in colored
pencil, and why she loves creating animal art. The Society Page -- Strategies for
keeping yourself safe from hackers, scammers, and bots from CPSA
Communications Director Denise Howard. 21st Annual CP Magazine Member
Show -- Here's how to enter COLOR's annual online show, where all experience
levels are welcome. Especially for Beginners! Starting Point -- Just how do you
make pencil strokes and when do you use them? Jan Fagan has your answers.
Critique: Louise Harmon's drawing of Roscoe -- Find out what Ann loves about a
heart-warming seal named Roscoe. Passion Sells -- Corrina Thurston explains
why you need to find the people who are looking for your art.
I Heart Coloring is a playful adult coloring book, perfect for on-the-go fun. This
small, chunky book is light enough to slip in a handbag or coat pocket, but
includes enough art for hours and hours of coloring. The lively mix of designs
includes everything from intricate patterns and nature images to beautiful
buildings and whimsical renditions of everyday objects.
Enjoy coloring mandalas like you never have before! From best-selling artist
Thaneeya McArdle comes a new adult coloring book that features 40 natureinspired mandala designs with flowers, butterflies, hedgehogs, chipmunks, birds,
and other signs of spring. With introductory tips on coloring techniques and an
inspirational gallery of completed examples to inspire you before you begin,
Woodland Mandalas Coloring Book is sure to breathe new life into your coloring
practice. Designs are printed on a single side of high-quality, extra-thick paper
with perforated edges for easy removal and display.
Insectimaginary is the first Ruby Charm Colors theme book and it's filled with
fantastical insects for coloring enthusiasts. Like the other Ruby Charm Colors
adult color books, it is designed as an art journal with plenty of room to test and
track your colors.
Coloring like you haven't seen it before Welcome to the wild world of Extreme
Coloring. An amazing coloring book challenge featuring the super-detailed animal
images from artist Kerby Rosanes. Known for his popular Sketchy Stories blog,
Kerby works in intricately detailed black and white line to create creatures,
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characters, patterns, and tiny elements to form compositions of mind-boggling
complexity. Bring your creativity to complete the breath-taking drawings and find
hidden treasures and creatures scattered throughout its pages.
Pop Manga Coloring Book, Pop Manga Cute and Creepy Coloring Book, The
Manga Artist's Coloring Book, Pop Manga Coloring Book For Adults
The Ruby Charm Colors Big Book of Color Charts is ideal for: Keeping your
swatches organized Choosing the perfect hue or color combo Tracking what you
have & what you need This colored pencil chart book for adult coloring book and
colored pencil enthusiasts is useful for those wanting all of their coloured pencils,
pastels, inks, watercolor pencils, gel pens and markers swatched in one handy
book. 27 pre-labeled charts for popular colored pencil brands Pre-labeled charts
for pastel pencils, ink, watercolor pencils & markers Blank charts by color family
(reds, oranges, etc.) Blanks charts for extra brands & color combos Black black
charts for swatching light colors Room for notes A few fun designs to color Basic
color theory (inside) with color wheel (back cover) COLORED PENCIL BRAND
CHARTS: Arteza Expert Black Widow Blick Studio Bruynzeel Design Caran
d'Ache Luminance Caran d'Ache Pablo Castle Arts Cezanne Chameleon Color
Tones Derwent Artists Derwent Coloursoft Derwent Drawing Derwent Lightfast
Derwent Procolour Derwent Studio Faber-Castell Polychromos Holbein Koh-INoor Polycolor Lyra Rembrandt Polycolor Marco Raffine Marco Renoir Mitsubishi
Uni Prismacolor Premier + Verithin Schpirerr Farben Tombow Irojiten Special
Luminance & Lightfast Combo PASTEL PENCIL CHARTS: Caran d'Ache;
Derwent; Faber-Castell; Koh-I-Noor; Stabilo INK CHARTS: Dr. Ph. Martin and
Tim Holtz Distressed WATERCOLOR PENCIL CHARTS: Arteza; Bruynzeel;
Caran d'Ache Museum, Neocolor II & Supracolor; Derwent Graphitint; Derwent
Inktense; Derwent Watercolor; Faber-Castell Albrecht Dürer MARKER CHARTS:
Arteza Real Brush Pens; Copics; Faber-Castell Pitt Artist Pens; Spectrum Noir
Illustrator Markers; Tombow Dual Brush Pens Charts organized by color family
let you swatch all your reds on one page, blues on another, etc. which is helpful
when looking for the perfect hue regardless of brand. IMPORTANT: watercolor
and marker pages have black-backed pages to minimize bleed-through. The
paper in this book (depending on where it was printed) is fairly tough, but
obviously thinner than watercolor paper. Colors can look splotchy until completely
dry. We recommend using a sheet of card stock or plastic to help protect the
pages underneath from colors bleeding through as well as potential rub-through
of pencil pigments while swatching. You can make PERSONAL COPIES of the
charts you plan to use onto your favorite paper or card stock if the paper in this
book feels too thin for your needs, or, if you just want to put those pages of the
charts you are using into a ring binder for safe keeping. You can also deconstruct
this book for ease of use, so feel free to take it apart, keep the pages you are
using in one binder, and store the rest in case you need them later. Many office
supply stores (and FedEx service centers) will remove the spine and even spiralbind or punch holes in the book for you for a small fee. If you choose to do it
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yourself, I have a step-by-step tutorial using another book (Creative Companion
Book Binding DIY) on my blog at rubycharmcolors.com. Or keep it as is--the
choice is yours! It is meant to be a book that grows along with you and your
artistic needs! Happy color swatching!
Rendering artwork that leaves viewers contemplating whether they might actually
be looking at a photograph is no easy task. Introducing Realistic Portraits in
Colored Pencil—a comprehensive guidebook that shows artists the secrets to
drawing lifelike portraits in this dynamic medium. This engaging resource is
perfect for artists who want to improve upon their existing skills and learn how to
render realistic portraits utilizing a wide range of techniques. After details about
the essential tools and materials, readers will learn to employ a variety of coloredpencil techniques, such as hatching, crosshatching, shading, blending, layering,
burnishing, and much more. Colored-pencil artists will also discover more
complex techniques relative to creating realistic portraits, including how to render
various textures, from hair and skin to clothing and facial features. Also included
is valuable information for collecting all of the elements for polished and
professional results. Packed with clear, easy-to-follow instructions, plenty of
helpful artist tips, and beautiful artwork that's sure to inspire, Realistic Portraits in
Colored Pencil is the perfect resource for any colored-pencil artist ready to take
their skills to the next level.
Learn to paint with groundbreaking new techniques for a favorite medium! •
Dazzling colors, incredible realism—with simple step-by-step demonstrations •
Easy-to-follow instructions from a top colored-pencil artist • Master the wide
range of colored pencil effects possible, including blending, layering, translucent
effects, and more Radiant color…painterly finishes…astonishing realism…with
colored pencils! Achieve rich, luminous color and eye-popping ultra-realistic
effects. Artists of every level will be inspired by the amazing new techniques
created by Alyona Nickelsen, presented in Colored Pencil Painting Bible for the
very first time. Nickelsen’s innovations will delight readers and detailed you-cando-it processes bring her striking results within reach for every artist. Take
colored pencils beyond the ordinary with Colored Pencil Painting Bible!
Make art not war with Hippie Animals, the grooviest coloring book yet from
bestselling artist Thaneeya McArdle! These fabulous furry freaks are totally
stoked on coloring. Each bohemian beast will take you to a happy place of
patterning, shading, and coloring. Thaneeya's whimsical images offer a fun and
hassle free way to de-stress and give coloring a chance. Hippie Animals Coloring
Book includes handy guides to coloring techniques like patterning, combinations,
and shading. Guided Coloring Pages make coloring easy for beginners, with
beautifully colored examples and ready-to-use color palettes. Perfect for
decorating with all of your favorite coloring implements, each design is printed on
one side only of archival-grade, acid-free, 200-year paper. Perforated pages
detach easily for gifting or display. This book has earned the DO Magazine Artist
Fair Trade Seal of Approval.
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Say goodbye to scrap paper scavenges and scribbles in the borders of your adult
colouring books. The coloured pencil swatch book is here and it has plenty of
space for you to keep track of your colours, try out colour palettes, practice and
record your favourite colour gradients and blends and keep track of which colours
you are using in your different colouring projects! Includes 4 types of pages:
Project Pages - see how colours look together, record which colours you are
using for different colouring pages and projects. Swatch Pages - keep a visual
record of the colours in your pencil set, test and swatch the colours of new colour
mediums. Palette Pages - test out colour palettes, record colours that work well
together. Gradient Pages - practice gradients and blending, record how different
colours blend and layer together. A really useful little colour swatch book that can
also be used with other 'dry' art mediums. Printed on 90gsm paper - hopefully
available in heavier paper weights for markers and paint in the near future.
Ruby Charm Colors Big Book of Color ChartsIndependently Published
Color Charts Keep your art supplies organized - record all colors in one place this book: Create your own color swatches. Sample markers, gel pens, crayons,
and colored pencils. Over 50 color charts = 2500+ boxes to record colors Each
color chart has 48 boxes - perfect number for most pencil/pen/marker sets. Size:
6" x 9" - large enough to record your colors, small enough to carry with you 110
pages (white paper) Soft cover Please visit Ekaterina Chernova author page for
beautiful coloring books, "how to color" tips and more.
This beautifully illustrated ebook is the first practical step-by-step guide to using
coloured pencils in botanical painting and is written by Ann Swan, one of the top
exponents of the genre.
Perfect for the absolute beginner to coloured pencil drawing, this complete seven
week course will enable you to methodically and systematically develop your
skills right from the very start. Author of the CPD Accredited 'Complete Drawing
Certificate Course' and successful professional artist for more than 24 years
Cindy Wider shares her secrets to creating rich and vibrant coloured pencil
artworks step-by-step with every detail explained. Throughout this course Cindy
provides you with indispensable colour theory knowledge so that you can get
great results with the creation of your artworks over and over again. In this
course you will learn all about these important fundamental basics and so much
more; How to use complimentary colours to make your colours sing Twelve
fundamental coloured pencil techniques Six popular colour schemes to help you
choose great colours every time Learn to see colour as tone How to use
temperature of colour to create three-dimensional form How to bring objects
forwards on the picture plane How to send objects backwards into the picture
plane How to draw the initial outline using the 'Construction Drawing Method'
How to use graphite transfer paper to transfer your drawing to quality paper
Learn about the five major areas of highlight and shadows Discover how burnish
at just the right time for a gorgeous painterly glow Twelve Coloured Pencil
Techniques will open up your eyes and your creativity to a whole new range of
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creative possibilities!
Masterful Color will redefine the way you think about colored pencils. By
employing classic techniques such as tonal under painting, chiaroscuro and color
layering, you will achieve a depth and intensity of color that rivals the celebrated
paintings of the Old Masters. • 15 step-by-step demonstrations teach a classic
approach to color, value and composition • features a gorgeous range of subject
matter, from luscious fruits and flowers to shimmering porcelain, crystal, silver,
glass and more • all the lessons come together in a grand, start-to-finish painting
demonstration, from initial concept to final touches
The International Bestseller 'With clarity and compassion, DiAngelo allows us to
understand racism as a practice not restricted to "bad people." In doing so, she moves
our national discussions forward. This is a necessary book for all people invested in
societal change' Claudia Rankine Anger. Fear. Guilt. Denial. Silence. These are the
ways in which ordinary white people react when it is pointed out to them that they have
done or said something that has - unintentionally - caused racial offence or hurt. After,
all, a racist is the worst thing a person can be, right? But these reactions only serve to
silence people of colour, who cannot give honest feedback to 'liberal' white people lest
they provoke a dangerous emotional reaction. Robin DiAngelo coined the term 'White
Fragility' in 2011 to describe this process and is here to show us how it serves to
uphold the system of white supremacy. Using knowledge and insight gained over
decades of running racial awareness workshops and working on this idea as a
Professor of Whiteness Studies, she shows us how we can start having more honest
conversations, listen to each other better and react to feedback with grace and humility.
It is not enough to simply hold abstract progressive views and condemn the obvious
racists on social media - change starts with us all at a practical, granular level, and it is
time for all white people to take responsibility for relinquishing their own racial
supremacy. 'By turns mordant and then inspirational, an argument that powerful forces
and tragic histories stack the deck fully against racial justice alongside one that we
need only to be clearer, try harder, and do better' David Roediger, Los Angeles Review
of Books 'The value in White Fragility lies in its methodical, irrefutable exposure of
racism in thought and action, and its call for humility and vigilance' Katy Waldman, New
Yorker 'A vital, necessary, and beautiful book' Michael Eric Dyson
Are you ready to nourish your inner artist? Have fun and relax during your free time
while taking your coloring to another level with this new and exciting Ruby Charm
Colors Adult Coloring Art Journal designed especially for pencil-loving colorists! Have
you ever been nervous about starting a new coloring page? Afraid to ruin a design
before you even begin? This unique art journal filled with distinctive line art gives you
the freedom to explore, experiment and test out your ideas on smaller fragments of the
art before committing to the larger plates. With a balanced mix of details and open
spaces, the illustrations give beginners and more experienced colorists plenty of room
to play inside and outside the lines. Once you fill this interactive book with your own
notes and colored swatches, it just might become your go-to book when you want to
remember how you colored something that turned out really well, or which blending
techniques or mix of pencils and colors gave you the results you wanted. It's your book
to personalize and store all your treasured coloring ideas. And you can apply your
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notes from this art journal to coloring pages in other coloring books in your collection,
too! This 140 page 8.5 x 11 inch book features: -a velvety, matte black cover with art
colored by the artist and three selected fan colorings on the back cover -22 full
illustration plates featuring unique and fanciful line drawings of flora and fauna -Blackbacked plates with room to write your name -43 art journal pages featuring places to
write, create and track color swatches, and experiment with colors on pieces of art
pulled from the plates so you can truly visualize how an idea or palette of colors will
work -snippets from the artist about her inspiration for each illustration -17 pages of
essential coloring tips handy for beginners but also useful for more experienced
colorists to review -2 mandala-style color wheels to fill out using your own pencil brands
for better understanding of basic color theory -10 color charts with 65 rectangles for
charting out your favorite pencil brand colors -11 note pages -24 thumbnail images of
the illustrations included in Volume 2 *** Colored pencils are recommended! *** Not
recommended for heavy markers like Copics or Sharpies as bleeding will occur. ***
Watercolor pencils and watercolors are fine, though saturating the pages with water are
not advised. The artist/author encourages colorists to feel free to make copies of the
plates (for personal use only) to experiment with color pallets, try art on different types
of paper and card stock with different media (like markers and watercolor), and to keep
a clean copy of the illustration in tact for future coloring projects. *** The pages in this
book are not perforated, but you may carefully score them with a ruler and blade for
removal. Please visit my Author page for more photos of the book's interior, thumbnails
of the 22 illustrations in Volume 1, and several videos of the cover art coloring. PRAISE
FOR THE BOOK: Previously RubyCharmColors' collection of line art was only to be
found as PDF downloads on Etsy and it is now with great joy that we see vol 1 of what I
can only hope to be an ever-growing collection. It is a colouring book with a difference
though, as it is also a journal for your colouring journey, it contains tips and ticks and
also colouring charts and wheels to help you along the way. The paper has pretty good
tooth and holds up well to the rigours of blending and burnishing. With 22 beautifully
illustrated plates and space to make notes about your technique and colour choice as
well as an introduction to each piece of line art this book is a must for all adult colouring
enthusiasts. -- Lucia, adult colorist
Special deal. Limited time offer! This color charts book will help you to keep your art
supplies organized and record all colors in one place. It will allow you to easily find the
ideal colors to complete your coloring or make comparisons to decide the right shade to
use. You can also complete this color chart by type of color by simply specifying by
reference the name of the felt pen or colored pencil. 120 separate color charts with
hundreds of boxes will allow you to gather the ideal colors to organize and achieve the
best coloring. You can thus adapt the use of this book to your needs and complete your
color charts in a very artistic way. ------------------------------- Create your own color
swatches. Sample markers, gel pens, crayons, and colored pencils. 100+ color charts
to complete Size: 8,5" x 11" - large enough to record your colors and easy to carry 122
pages (high quality white paper) Soft cover Simply it's an extreme bargain!
Surveys the different types of colored pencils and describes techniques for their artistic
use in drawing
A Gray Scale Color Chart to track your favorite colored pencils! It is so easy to use!
There are two sides of rectangle block columns on a page for your favorite coloring
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pencils, with lines beside them to add your pencil numbers and color names to identify
and organize. One column has plain white rectangles for shading your pencils in. Next
to it are blocks with dark, mid and light tone gray scale. For best comprehension add
same color pencil number to both white and gray tone blocks before going on to a new
color. I use the gray scale models to help me choose which pencils works best for
defined shading, a darker area in a picture. Why? It helps me get the definition I
normally can't achieve unless I color blend several layers together. As an artist I have
conditioned my mind to see gray neutral tones in my layers to get the shadows and
shapes needed in my composition. Deciding whether to purchase a gray scale coloring
book, can be difficult for some people. We are so used to a white canvas to work on. To
tell you the truth, I prefer coloring in a gray scale tone myself. I have created this color
chart to get you started in this direction. Easy peasy! All you need to do is add the
pencil in a block. I added the heavier color on top, then mid to light in order below in
each rectangle shape. I recommend my coloring books to get you started on your
exploration and developing your artistry skill of coloring to another level! They will guide
you with color suggestions for each coloring image, with a color chart for you to use on
each page.
Unleash your inner artist and learn to draw with 'queen of colouring' Johanna Basford.
In this beautiful, accessible guide Johanna shares the fun, simple, no-skills-needed
secrets to creating your own flora, fauna and fantasies inspired by her bestselling and
beloved colouring books. With step-by-step exercises, inspiring prompts and plenty of
pages to colour, let your creativity run wild. How to Draw Inky Wonderlands invites you
to develop your personal drawing style and master creating marvellous creatures and
landscapes using only the pen or pencil in your hand and the wildest reaches of your
imagination.
Collects more than seventy-five recipes for baked goods and desserts, including
breads, muffins, cakes, pies, and cookies, with a chapter of vegan and gluten-free
dessert options.
Many people who bought colored pencils during the adult coloring book craze are now
looking to learn new ways to be creative with them. In Mastering Colored Pencil, artist
and colored pencil evangelist Lisa Dinhofer presents everything artists need to know
about traditional and contemporary drawing techniques, materials, and color theory in
order to master this versatile medium. Colored pencils, an inexpensive, easy to use,
and mobile medium, are coming of age. More and more artists are discovering the
incredible qualities of drawing with colored pencils. The wide variety of vibrant color
choices among the major manufacturers seems endless. At a recent count, there are
more than fifty different reds in the colored pencil spectrum of Prismacolor, FaberCastell, and Derwent. The base of the pencils vary as well: wax, watercolor, pastel, and
graphite. These can be interchanged or mixed together. The effects that can be
achieved are limitless. A work in pencil can be a drawing, a watercolor, or an oil
painting. A wax pencil can sketch, can draw, can paint. A watercolor pencil can do the
same. The drawing can be transparent as a loose wash or as dense as an oil on
canvas. Artists can work as small as a postage stamp or as large as a wall. Mastering
Colored Pencil is illustrated throughout with Dinhofer’s fresh and sophisticated artwork
and includes more than twenty-five step-by-step demonstrations, thoughtful exercises,
workbook templates, and specific assignments that are sure to help every artist achieve
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striking results with pencils. A special exhibition section includes work, technique
descriptions, and insights from seven additional contemporary artists.

A travelogue of great American vistas includes scenes from Yosemite National
Park, Monument Valley, Boulder Mountain, Fossil Butte National Monument, and
many other landscapes of rugged beauty. Forty-six illustrations, plus thumbnails
on inside covers.
Use this handy do-it-yourself color chart as a way to keep track of your different
colored pencil set colors, gel pens, crayons or markers. Pages are printed singlesided to help prevent bleed-through. This color chart journal is perfect for anyone
who has a large collection of pencils, markers or pens for coloring or who likes to
create color palettes for any type of design. Pick up your copy today! Find other
cover designs by clicking on our author name. Makes a great personal reference
or a gift for coloring enthusiasts.
Experienced artists looking to master a new medium will relish this
comprehensive guide to using colored pencils by the author of How to Color Like
an Artist. Step-by-step demonstrations with photos and directions explain
shading, blending, color theory, more.
Create luminous drawings with these premium pigments! Soft-core leads for
superb color laydown. Smooth, easy shading and blending. Packaging includes
tips for using your colored pencils . Packaged in reusable storage case. 30
premium colored pencils. Soft-core leads for superb color laydown. Smooth, easy
shading and blending. Sharpener. Eraser.
Enter a world of creative self-expression with this relaxing coloring book for
grownups. Inside you'll find 30 amazing art activities that will take you on an
inspiring adventure of patterning, shading, and coloring. These awesome
abstract designs offer a fun and easy way to unleash your inner artist. Thaneeya
McArdle's transcendental art explores a visual language of shape, form, line, and
color. Each vibrantly detailed illustration is designed to exercise your creativity.
Beautifully colored finished examples are provided, along with a handy guide to
basic art techniques, from patterning and combinations to shading and color
theory. This quirky coloring book for grownups is perfect for decorating with
markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. Groovy Abstract Coloring
Book is printed on high-quality, extra-thick paper to eliminate bleed-through.
Each page is pre-perforated for easy removal and display.
With this easy-to-use handbook, best-selling author Gary Greene provides you
with instant access to his best tips, tricks and techniques for creating
exceptionally realistic colored pencil artwork. Whether you're new to colored
pencils or perfecting advanced techniques, you'll find the answers you need here
in dozens of complete step-by-step demonstrations, including: • Simple
techniques for achieving amazingly realistic compositions, including layering,
burnishing and underpainting • Proven methods for working successfully with
water-soluble colored pencils • A full range of inspiring subject matter, from
flowers and animals to landscapes and still-life compositions • Tips for solving
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common problems, fixing mistakes and taking sharp, clear reference photos •
Expert guidance in choosing the right materials and colors, including complete
color charts from all the major manufacturers It's all here in the The Ultimate
Guide to Colored Pencil—the solutions and secrets you need for your own colored
pencil success!
"A complete step-by-step directory of key techniques, plus an inspirational gallery
showing how artists use them"--Cover.
A useful adult colouring tool for swatching all of your different coloured pencils,
chalk pastels and other dry colour mediums. Part of The Coloured Pencil Swatch
Book series this book includes only the colour swatch style pages for keeping
track of all the different colours you own. Other pencil swatch books in this series
include gradient swatches for different colour blends, palette swatches for colour
combinations and project swatches for tracking your current works in progress.
On SALE for a limited time Color My Moods Color Charts and More is a handy coloring
reference workbook for your color collections. While Color My Moods Color Charts and
More is not your typical
Give your colored pencil paintings that extra glow! Capture the qualities and textures of
light! Create the light-filled quality of oil painting with the ease of colored pencils—one of
the safest, most convenient and easy-to-use mediums available to artists today.
Whether you're a beginner or a more experienced artist, your colored pencil paintings
will take on new life with the guidance of author Cecile Baird. Using her simple
burnishing technique, Baird will show you how to transform an ordinary colored pencil
painting into a light-filled masterpiece. Capturing light is one of painting's most common
quests—no matter what your medium of choice is. Cecile Baird, a signature member of
the Colored Pencil Society of America, provides 20 easy step-by-step demonstrations
that show you how to create beautiful luminescent paintings with colored pencil on a
wide variety of subjects, such as fruit, flowers, water, light, and glass. Put your skills to
work in two extended demonstrations that lead you through the painting process from
start to finish to create your own refined, detailed paintings. Start creating your own
realistic, light-filled paintings using colored pencils today!
An introduction to drawing flowers with colored pencils covers techniques, color theory,
and basic pencil strokes and includes step-by-step instructions for depicting an
assortment of flowers.
Get a feel for your art--literally! 101 Textures in Colored Pencil teaches you every
technique you’ll need to give your colored-pencil drawings realistic, palpable texture.
There has never been a better time to master textures! Knowing how to make your
surfaces and textures look real is one of the most challenging aspects of creating art in
colored pencil, even for experienced artists. 101 Textures in Colored Pencil provides
artists with step-by-step instructions for drawing a wide variety of the most common
textures and surfaces, including sand, water, metals, foliage, wood, fabrics, stone,
grass, hair, and many more. Each page is a comprehensive resource on how to create
a specific texture, complete with two to three easy-to-follow steps and a final, detailed
image of the finished artwork. Plus, the book is organized into sections based on
subject matter, making finding what exactly you need a breeze. Don’t put your artistic
endeavors on hold!
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